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MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 
Good day 
 
As noted on the advertisement, due to not having a site briefing as a result of the lockdown; 
a list of questions and answers received thus far from bidders will be uploaded on the JDA 
website periodically. 
 

1. Is there an electronic/ Excel format BOQ available? 
No, there is no electronic BOQ available for this tender. 
 

2. Please assist with details regarding the 30mm engineered stone finish you 
require for the joinery? 
30mm Engineered Stone worktop, bullnosed top edge corners and  
Slab corners, White/light cream colour. Wall mounted worktops to  
be mounted onto painted steel brackets, slab with matching fascia 
surround as per DWG P17064-TN-01-ARC-5001 INTERNAL ELEVATION 
H. Slabs onto vanity units and cabinets to have 30mm cantilever over 
cabinet faces to front and sides. All to manufacturer’s detail and  
Architect’s approval. 
 

3. Please send the following details so I can complete this tender, Architects 
detail 6 for Item 14. We only have Detail 1&2 

To 
From 
Date 
Subject 

ALL Bidders 
JDA Supply Chain Management 
25 July 2020 
Correspondence to bidders; 17.8.3.B.7033 Construction of Naledi Clinic 



 
 

The bidder should refer to drawing P17064-TN-01-ARC-4001 DETAILS 2, detail 6 
for the subject detail. 

 
4. We are concerned that the bills of quantities lack sufficient specifications in 

the item descriptions in relation to suppliers or products. The result being that 
item prices between contractors will vary greatly as different tenderers will 
tender on different products in order to satisfy the basic descriptions 
contained in the bill items. We have provided examples of such items in the 
attached document. 
  
We hereby request further details in order to accurately price the BOQ as per 
the standards and specifications requested by the client without any 
ambiguity in the pricing between ourselves and other bidders. 
 
There is sufficient detail in the specifications to identify the type of fittings, fixtures 
and finishes, but yes; there is the issue of ensuring quality and value for money. 
The PFMA/MFMA expressly prohibit the use of tradenames/brands in the 
specifications, to avoid anti-competitive behaviour. The pricing data on page 101 of 
the tender document also indicates that “Reference to any trademark, name, patent, 
design, type, specific origin or producer is to establish a standard for requirements. 
Products or articles of similar or equivalent may be substituted, subject to the 
Principal Agent’s approval.” 
 

5. Please advise whether the BOQ needs to be hand written or are we allowed to 
submit a printed BOQ of which the rates & amounts have been typed. 
 
Please hand write on the document. 
 

BIDDERS ARE ADVISED TO NOTE THE FOLLOWING; 
 
The reference to “Platinum Satin FBX” on pages 219, 230, 263 and 272 needs to be 
disregarded. Bidders are advised to propose a grey coloured facebrick.  


